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Writing centers aim to develop the skills of writers through dialogue, a kind of 

“opening up” achieved through discourse and inquiry. This work is complicated due to 

the writing centers’ position within universities—complex institutions that contain 

overt hegemonic structures and espouse an aim to grant students access to academic 

discourse communities. Students must learn to speak their own minds but also conform 

to the conventions of academe. In the bleak view, teachers, administrators, and tutors 

are only helping to produce future “cogs” in the machine of capitalism, the inescapable 

system hungry for middle-managers. But seen more optimistically, universities, 

through composition courses, writing centers, and student-centered attitudes, encourage 

students to improve as writers. Writing is a skill that is inherently linked to self-

expression and is therefore a means to power. Within this intricate context, writing cen-

ter tutors and administrators are met with a difficult challenge: How can we help stu-

dents assimilate to a standard within the established hegemonic structure of learning 

while simultaneously becoming a safe and creative place for students to grow as writ-

ers? How can an individual tutor enter the writing center ready to help individual writ-

ers without feeling already defeated? Or, to put it very simply, how can we think happy 

thoughts about our multifaceted writing center work? 
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Those who have worked in a writing center for any amount of time can relate to the concern I share with Spohrer, especially in the 

event that tutors are confined to very short or rather sporadic sessions with writers. Spohrer believes the key for tutors is to avoid being 

fixed on a definite goal—whether on the grand scale of the desire for life-changing writing sessions, or on the smaller scale of helping writ-

ers in readily tangible ways (13).  Spohrer goes on to argue that perhaps the best idea is to abandon having fixed goals altogether in writing 

center sessions, for “Yoga and Zen can teach us that [fixed goals] can hinder flexibility” (11).  Focusing solely on outcomes, Spohrer 

claims, can make sessions formulaic, uncreative, and less attentive to subtlety.   

 I would like to take Spohrer’s argument even further both with regards to her use of Eastern spiritual teachings and her outlook on 

the ineffectualness of intention-centered tutoring.  I believe that writing tutors may be most beneficial to writers when they not only, as 

Spohrer suggests, abandon concrete, rigid goals, but also when they practice not being “attached” to the outcome of their sessions. An ap-

proach like this would mean that tutors could allow writers the autonomy to accomplish writing tasks.  Sticking to rigid goals, such as edit-

ing all errors in a given piece, is not necessarily an accomplishment. By saying this I know I run the risk of sounding like I’m supporting a 

lackadaisical approach to writing center work—but this is not what I mean to describe at all.  Rather, I envision writing center work as an 

opportunity to understand that an overemphasis on outcome can be as tangential as an obsession with goals.  It is our attachment to out-

comes that stifles, rather than focuses, our writing center work. 
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 But Yoga in the writing center?  Isn’t Yoga an exercise class for hippies?  In terms of how the term is largely understood in the 

West, pretty much.  The word “Yoga” has come to mean a practice of asana, or postures that comprise part of the physical aspects of Yo-

ga.  But in an Eastern philosophical context, “Yoga,” meaning “union” in Sanskrit, refers chiefly to a system of meditation practices put 

forward by the sage Patanjali.  Patanjali’s Yoga Sutra are verses that described techniques for calming the fluctuations of the mind and 

achieving inner-peace (Bryant xvii).  The Hindu text the Bhagavad Gita divides Yoga into four parts: Raja-Yoga, the Yoga which focuses 

on the mind and body, one aspect of which contains the postures and breathing practices normally thought of as “Yoga”; Jnana-Yoga, or 

the Yoga of pure knowledge; Bhakti-Yoga, the Yoga of devotion to the gods; and Karma-Yoga, or the Yoga 
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of selfless service (Bryant xvii).  In Yoga philosophy these four Yogas work to-

gether to form a system of spiritual practice that reaches far beyond stretching at 

the gym—they encourage the individual toward peace, happiness, and control of 

the body and mind.  The Yogas serve individuals in whichever context they are 

practiced, in day-to-day activities, in work, play and family life.  It is within the 

teachings of Karma-Yoga that we find a name for what many writing tutors are 

already aiming to practice in their sessions—a cultivation of conversation-based 

process characterized by inquiry, acceptance, non-didacticism, openness, self-

lessness, and writer autonomy. 

 To explain what Karma-Yoga might look like in the writing center I will 

draw on the work of the Yoga philosopher Swami Vivekananda alongside the 

teachings about the nature of “work” found in the Bhagavad Gita.   These texts 

will help me describe the concept of Karma-Yoga as I see it applied to writing 

center sessions in terms of what the Gita calls the “fruits” of our work. Associa-

tions with the word karma as it has been appropriated into English may cause 

initial misconceptions of Karma-Yoga. The word karma is often used in the 

West to refer to a kind of “goes-around-comes-around” mentality, a belief that 

the bad or good things one does are bound to return to 
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them in some form.  However, in Sanskrit the term translates to mean simply “action,” and does not carry a negative connotation in 

the East (Miller 156).  In a Hindu philosophical understanding of karma there could be no such thing as “bad karma” because karma 

is seen as a natural, basically neutral phenomenon.  

 Vivekananda uses the term karma in his text to mean simply “work.”  In Vivekananda’s words, Karma-Yoga is defined as 

“work for work’s sake” (8).  To ground his definition, Vivekananda quotes the Gita: "‘To work we have the right, but not to the fruits 

thereof.’" (9). Individuals, then, are expected to participate in karma (indeed, they do whether they want to or not, as no one can exist 

outside of some kind of action) but have no rights to the outcomes (“fruits”) of selfless service.  That is, those practicing the highest 

form of service to others maintain an attitude of non-attachment toward the outcome of their selfless labor. Vivekananda also asks: 

“Why care for results?…If you want to do a great or a good work, do not trouble to think what the result will be” (9).  Work per 
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formed in the spirit of Karma-Yoga is done excellently because 

that is the way excellent people do work, rather than for the sake 

of whatever benefit may come of that work. 

 I believe this idea of doing “work for work’s sake” would 

remove much of the anxiety writing tutors may experience on be-

half of their students. Indeed, Karma-Yoga is thought to be the 

best strategy for bringing out the “power of the mind which is al-

ready there” (Vivekananda 7). Writing center tutors can work 

within their “coming to knowledge” paradigm through tutoring 

sessions that consist of negotiating or illuminating knowledge that, 

in some sense, already exists somewhere. Take the example of the 

all-too-familiar tendency for some writers to enter the writing cen-

ter, paper in hand, the day before that paper is due.  If the tutor 

quickly sees that this paper needs significant reworking and revis-

ing, the session may be rather daunting; the tutor may feel the 

need to help the student get as much “fixed” in the paper as possi-

ble during the session. If the tutor can instead practice Karma-

Yoga by un-attaching herself from the res- 
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-ults of this session (as in, the ultimate grade or “success” of the piece), she may find that an assess-

ment of the most important issues in the paper becomes much easier.  That is, perhaps that paper 

will not transform, in a single session, into the very best piece of writing it has the potential to be.  

But the tutor will be able to be of greater service to the writer without a preoccupation with the 

“fruits” of her work.  

Although it may seem a tenuous connection at best, I agree with Spohrer that these basic no-

tions of Eastern philosophy can enrich our tutoring ideology and aid tutors in bringing a writer-

focused attitude to the writing table. Tutors may help one writer in some small way at a specific 

point in her writing process, and this must be sufficient.  In those last-minute tutoring sessions, tu-

tors will have to make choices about their immediate priorities, but be aware that not everything 

will be covered in one session.  In Vivekananda’s words, in “the ocean we cannot raise a wave 

without causing a hollow somewhere else” (81).  As tutors, the anxiety of tending to one thing at 

the sacrifice of others can be immobilizing, but thinking in terms of Karma-Yoga can free us from 

that mindset. 

 To return to the complicated position occupied by writing centers as described in my opening 

paragraph, I am led to ask: what if writing centers were to paradoxically maintain that the only way 

to encourage good “fruit” is for tutors to give up the fruit of their work? For as Vivekananda asks, 

“What is this doing good to the world? Can we do good to the world? In an 
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absolute sense, no; in a relative sense, yes” (81).  Vivekananda touches on the inability of the individual to change the entire system at once 

in contrast with the ability to change small elements and attitudes within that system—small parts of a paper, not entire papers, or at least 

not in every session and certainly not all in one session. The writing center is by nature focused on small, at times seemingly inconsequential 

changes—changes we may not always be given the privilege to see. By cultivating attitudes of Karma-Yoga and nonattachment to the 

“fruits” of writing center sessions, tutors can work well with writers for the very sake of doing so. 
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